BOARDROOM

BOARDROOM
Remaining almost entirely in its original form
dating back to 1912, the Boardroom is the perfect
place for an intimate wedding. With respect for the
original expression and with emphasis on the room’s
luxurious ambiance, newer designs have been
created by Shamballa Jewels and their designer,
Olga Krukovskaya.
The Boardroom is located on the 2nd floor and has
a private bar.
Maximum 30 people

SQUARE

SQUARE
Square is the perfect venue for a wedding with
options to create multiple spaces. For example,
if you want a hidden bar or dance area after the
dinner, wow moments can be created more than
once throughout the evening.
The space also includes large screen for
entertainment and light design equipment allows
you to change the mood of the room. Square also
comes with own entrance and exit, including large
wardrobe options.
Villa Square is located on the lower deck of the hotel
Maximum 1200 people

PLAYROOM

PLAYROOM
With its multi-functional and funky features, the
Playroom offers a dynamic space for weddings.
The Playroom is located on the ground floor with
own entrance and exit next to the courtyard and bar
T37.

Maximum 50 people

T37

T37

Back in the Central Post Office times, the postmen
used to hang out in T37 amongst letters and
packages. Today T37 is a wine and cocktail bar. On the
path to create the best possible hotel for the world
we always strive to find new and creative solutions to
take responsibility for our environmental footprint
and local community.
The bold color palette counter the strong heritage
elements, providing a distinct and jovial aesthetic.
Creating the ideal setting for after hours cocktails
and an evening to remember

Maximum 85 people

BRASSERIE KONTRAST

BRASSERIE KONTRAST
In our brasserie Kontrast we are embracing and
uniting the raw, quirky and more urban Vesterbro
with the luxury and exclusivity that characterizes
the inner city of Copenhagen

Maximum 130 people

COURTYARD

COURTYARD
Located under the big glass ceiling you will find our
breathtaking Courtyard.
Designed by Shamballa Jewels it hints both Nordic
simplicity and international greatness.

